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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, A: D(A) c H -+ H be a densely 
defined linear map with closed range R(A) and N: H--f H be a nonlinear 
map. Consider a semilinear operator equation 
Ax+Nx=f (xEW),~EW, (1) 
where the null space of A is infinite dimensional. When the partial inverse 
A ~ ‘: R(A ) -+ H is compact and N is of monotone type, Eq. (1) has been 
studied by many authors (cf. [4, 11-13, 221) using a combination of 
monotone operator theory and the Leray-Schauder and coincidence degree 
theories. When either one of these assumptions is not fulfilled, this 
approach is not applicable and different arguments are needed. For exam- 
ple, when A ~ ’ is only continuous, as in the case of systems of semilinear 
hyperbolic equations, Galerkin type of arguments are suitable (cf. [ 1, 5, 
111). 
In [ 171, we began a study of Eq. (1) using a new approach based on the 
pseudo A-properness of A + N. The only topological tool that it requires is 
the Brouwer degree theory and, as shown in [ 17-191, it is applicable to the 
situations studied by the above authors as well as to many new ones when 
neither A ~ ’ is compact nor N is of monotone type. When Eq. (1) is not of 
a variational type and A-’ is not compact, it seems that approximate 
methods (Galerkin or pseudo A-proper mapping ones) are the only ones 
used so far for its study. 
The aim of this work is manyfold. First, in Section 1, we establish the 
pseudo A-properness of A + N for several new types of nonlinearities, and 
therefore broaden the applicability of our approach to such equations. 
Second, in Sections 2 and 3, using the pseudo A-proper mapping approach, 
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we prove several new solvability results for Eq. (1) when there is a 
resonance at one or two eigenvalues of A. The resonance conditions we 
look at are of the Landesman-Lazer type introduced in [6, 7, 2, 161 when 
A is Fredholm of index zero and in [4] in the hyperbolic case. Finally, 
in Section 4, we give applications of the abstract theory to the weak 
solvability of periodic-boundary value problems for semilinear wave equa- 
tions 
u,, - 4x - qt, x, u) =f(t, x), ~ER,xE(O,~) 
u( t, 0) = u( t, 7c) = 0, tER (2) 
u( t + T, x) = u( t, x), tER,xE(O,n) 
involving nonmonotone nonlinearities. Some of our results extend 
significantly the corresponding ones of Bresiz-Nirenberg [4] and Mawhin 
Ward [ 131. As in the case when A is a Fredholm map [ 14, 151, it is easy 
to see that our results also hold for multivalued nonlinearities N. 
1. EXAMPLES OF PSEUDO A-PROPER MAPS A +IV 
To indicate the scope of applicability of the obtained solvability results 
in [ 17, 191, we have established there the (pseudo) A-properness of A + N 
for a number of different classes of a nonlinear map N. For example, this 
has been shown for N of monotone type, or of type (S) or of the form 
N = N, + N, with N, c-strongly monotone and N, k-ball-contractive with 
k < c. 
In this section we shall give several new examples of (pseudo) A-proper 
maps A + N. First, some definitions are in order. 
Let A : D(A) c X + Y be a closed densely defined linear map and {X,} 
and {Y,} be finite dimensional subspaces of Banach spaces X and Y, 
respectively, with X, c D(A), dim X, = dim Y,, and UX, = X. Suppose 
that Q,: Y -+ Y, are linear projections onto Y,, such that Q, y + y for each 
y E Y and 6 = max II Q, I/. Then r= {X,,, Y,,, Q,} is said to be a projection 
scheme for (X, Y). 
DEFINITION 1.1 [20]. A map T: DcX+ Y is said to be (pseudo) 
A-proper w.r.t. r if Q, 7’1 D n X,, -+ Y, is continuous and, if { x,~ E D n X,, > 
is bounded and Q,,, TX,, + f in Y as k -+ co, then a subsequence x,,~,,, + x 
(there is an x E D, respectively) such that TX = j 
Our first example deals with monotone-like nonlinearities N in a Hilbert 
space H and is an extension of Proposition 5.2 in [17]. Denote by - the 
weak convergence and let P be the orthogonal projection of H onto 
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X, = Ker A. Recall that N: H -+ H is monotone if (Nx - NY, x - y) > 0 for 
all x, y E H. It is said to be (cf. [ 111) of type gpm( A) (type S(A ), respec- 
tively) if, whenever {xn} c H is such that Px, - Px, (I- P)x, + (I- P).u 
and lim sup(Nx,, X, - x) 6 0, then (Nx,, x,, - X) --f 0 and N-x,, - Nx 
(x, + x, respectively). It is of type p(A) if lim sup(Nx,, x, - x) > 0 
whenever Px, - Px and (I - P)x,? + (I - P)x. We note that bounded 
generalized pseudo monotone (of type (S)) maps are of gpm(A) (S(A)) 
type. 
We say that a map T: DC X + Y satisfies condition (*) if for any 
bounded sequence {x,!} such that TX, -f, there is an x with TX =J This 
condition is essential when studying surjectivity of T which is a uniform 
limit of A-proper maps, i.e., T+pG is A-proper for all p >O small and 
some bounded map G. We assume that all nonlinear maps in this section 
are at least demicontinuous, i.e., TX,, - TX if x,, + x. We have 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A:D(A) c H--t H be a closed densely defined 
linear map with R(A) = ker A’ and A ~ ‘: R(A) -+ R(A) compact, N: H -+ H 
be bounded and of type gpm(A) and G: H + H be bounded and of type p(A) 
and s(A). Then, for each t E [0, l), H, = fA + (1 - t)G+ tN is A-proper 
w.r.t. r= {X,,, Y,,} for H with P,Ax=Ax, XEX,,, and &-A+N is pseudo 
A-proper w.r.t. r and satisfies condition (*). Moreover, k A + N + pG is 
A-proper w.r.t. r for each ,u > 0. 
The proof of Proposition 1.1 can be carried out in a manner similar to 
the proof of Proposition 5.2 in [ 171. As G we can take, e.g., P or rl, r > 0, 
where I is the identity map. Using Proposition 1.1 in conjunction with the 
continuation theory developed in [ 151, one can derive a number of surjec- 
tivity results for A + N. In particular, one obtains direct and simpler proofs 
of some surjectivity results in [ 11, 12, 223, which were obtained there by 
using certain types of approximations of A + N by a sequence of maps 
acting in infinite dimensional spaces H, @R(A), with H, c ker A of finite 
dimension, and the coincidence degree theory. 
Next, we shall look at the (pseudo) A-properness of A + N when A ~ ’ is 
only continuous; this is the case in, e.g., studying systems of hyperbolic 
equations (cf. Cl]). Let A: D(A)c X+ Y have closed range 8= R(A) 
such that X=X, 0 z and Y= Y, 0 P for some closed subspaces ,%? and 
Y, of Banach spaces X and Y, respectively, where X0 = ker A. Let 
X, = X0, OX,,, c D(A) and Y, = Y,, @ Y,, with X0, c X0, X,, c 2, 
xin =xin+l? i=O, 1, and Y,, c Y,,, Y,, c y. Let Q: Y -+ Y,, Q,,,: 
Y. -, Yorl 3 and Q ln : 8+ Y,, be linear projections onto Y,, Y,,,, and Y,, 
and r= {x,, Y,, Q,= (Q,,, Q,,)> b e a scheme for (X, Y). Set ~3~ = 
max llQi,,II, i=O, 1. 
Recall that for a bounded set D c X the ball-measure of noncompactness 
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is defined by X(D)=inf{r>OIDcU1=,B(x,,r), xieX, ~31). A map T: 
D c X+ Y is said to be k-ball contractioe if x( T(Q)) 6 kx(Q) for all Q c D. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A -I: 8-t 8 be continuous and N: X-+ Y be con- 
tinuous, k,-ball contractive and for each fixed sequence {xi,, E XI,}, i = 0, 1, 
and some c > 0 
~((Q,nQoN(x,,+x,,)})Zc~({x,,}). (1.1) 
Suppose that F: X+ Y is continuous and k,-ball contractive with 
(k,+k,)6,111-QII IJA-‘/I+k,6,llQlic~‘<l. Then +A+N+F:D(A)c 
X + Y is A-proper w.r.t. r with Q ,n Ax = Ax for x E X,, . 
The proof of Proposition 1.2 is based on arguments imilar to those in 
the proof of Proposition 5.4 in [ 171. It complements this proposition in the 
sense that the compactness of A-’ is replaced by the additional condition 
(1.1) on N. As in [ 171, one sees that (1.1) is implied by, e.g., requiring that 
N is c-strongly K-monotone, i.e., (Nx - Ny, K(x - v)) > c IIx - yll 2 for x, 
y E X with a suitable map K: X-, Y*. 
Finally, we shall establish the pseudo A-properness of A - N in a Hilbert 
space H when it possesses ome monotonicity property. When N does not 
interact with the spectrum o(A) of A in a suitable way, A - N has a certain 
strong monotonicity property and the unique solvability of Eq. (1) in this 
case was studied by Lazer, Ahmad, Amann, Bates-Castro, Mawhin, 
Brown-Lin, etc. (cf. [l] for detailed references). When N interacts with 
o(A), A -N has weaker monotonicity properties and it is this case that we 
are interested in. 
Let us first describe a suitable scheme f = {H,, P,} for H involving A. 
Suppose that X + and X- are closed vector subspaces of H such that 
X+ nX- = {0}, and let Q’: X+ + X -+ X * be the projections parallel 
toX’.LetK=Q+-Q-:X++X- + H and P’ be the orthogonal pro- 
jections of H onto X ‘. Recall that a closed vector subspace X of H is said 
to reduce A if and only if A commutes with the orthogonal projections P 
of H onto X, i.e., if and only if PA = AP. 
We suppose that a scheme r= (H,, P, j for H satisfies the following 
conditions 
(i) H,cH~c . . . . UH, = H, dim H, < a, 
(ii) each H, reduces A, 
(iii) the orthogonal projections P,: H --+ H, commute with P’, 
(iv) XJ +X; =H,, where X,* =X* nH,, (1.2) 
(v) Q*(D(A)nH,)cD(A) for each n. 
If H has a complete system of orthonormal eigenvectors {e,} of A and 
409/146r2-I7 
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X + + X = H, such a scheme can be constructed by setting H,, = 
lin sp{e,, . . . . e,}. A scheme f consisting of a family {H, 1 a E A } of closed 
vector subspaces of H, directed by induction, that satisfies (1.2) was intro- 
duced by Amann [ 11. If A: D(A) c H + H is selfadjoint, {E, 1 j” E R} its 
right continuous spectral family, and P(I) = E, - Ej. “, Amann construc- 
ted in [l] such a scheme when A has a pure point spectrum in (v, cl) (i.e., 
span{P(i)ZlAE(v,p)}=Z, where Z=E(v,p)(H) and E(v,,u)=j{fdE;). 
We say that T: DC H-+ H is K-monotone if (T-Y-Ty,K(x-y))>O 
for x, y E D. It is (generalized) pseudo K-monotone if x,, -x, Nx,, - y, 
and lim sup( TX,, K(x,, - x)) < 0 implies lim inf( TX,,, K(x,, - u)) b 
(TX, K(x - u)) for each u E D (respectively, ( T.Y,,, K(x, -x)) -+ 0 and 
TX = y). 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [18]. Let A: D(A)c H + H be self&joint, f satisfy 
(1.2), N: H+H be continuous and bounded, and A-N: 
D(A) n (X + + X ~ ) c H + H be either K-monotone or pseudo K-monotone. 
Then, whenever { x,~~ E D(A) A H,,,} and {Kx,,,} are bounded and 
P,,(A - N)x,~ -+ f in H, some subsequence x,,~,~, - x E D(A) and 
Ax-Nx=$ 
Proof Let {x,,~ ED(A) n H,, 1 and { Kx,~} be bounded and y,,, = 
P,,(A - Nb,,i = Ax,,4 - P,,Nx,, -+ fin H. Then { Ax,~} is bounded and we 
may assume that xnk -x and Ax,, -yinHwithxED(A)andAx=yby 
the weak closedness of A. 
Since K is closed by Lemma 2.1 in [l] and { Kx,, > is bounded, we may 
assume that Kx,, -Kx and x~D(A)n(x+ +X-). Moreover, K’x=x 
for XED=D(A)~IJ,H,, K( D(A) n H,) c D(A) n H, for each n by 
(1.2)(v) and P, commutes with Q * and K by Lemma 2.8 in [ 11. Let n be 
fixed and u E D(A) n H,. Then there is a k, > 1 such that u E D(A) n H,,, 
for each k > k, and 
(Ax,, - Nxnp W,, - ~1) = (Ax,, - f’,,Nx,, - P,,.f, K(x,, - ~1) 
+ (f’n,f, K(x,k -u))+(f,K(x-u)), (1.3) 
as k -+ co. Hence, (Ax,, - Nx,,, K(x,, - u)) -+ (J; K(x - u)) for each u E D. 
Moreover, u, = P,x + x, Ku, = P, Kx + Kx, and Au, = P, Ax -+ Ax since 
P, Ax = AP,x. Hence, as k -+ co, 
(Axq - Nx,,, Kbq -x)) = (Ax,, - f’,J’Jx,,, - P,,,f, K(x,,, -u,,)) 
+ (PnJ wn, -u,,)) 
+ (Ax,q -Nx,,, K(u,, -x))-0. 
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Suppose now that A -N is K-monotone. Then, for each u E D we have 
(Au-Nu,K(u-x,k))=(Au-Nu-Ax,~+Nx,,~,K(u-~,k)) 
+ (Ax,, - W,, , K( u - -x,zk ) ) 
2 (A-& - Nx,,,, K(u - x,,)). 
Passing to the limit as k + co, we obtain, for each u E D(A) n (X + +X ~ ), 
(Au - Nu, K(u - x)) > (A K(u - x)). (1.4) 
If A - N is pseudo K-monotone, xik - x and lim(Ax,, - Nxnk, K(x,~ - x)) 
= 0 imply that lim inf(Ax,, - Nx,,, K(x,, - u)) 2 (Ax - Nx, K(x - u)) for 
each u E D(A) n (X + + X ~ ). This implies that (1.4) holds again by (1.3). 
It remains to show that (1.4) implies that Ax - Nx =f: This can be done 
as in Amann [l]. Choosing u = u,, + tKh in (1.4) with t > 0 and 
h E D(A) n (X + + X - ) and observing that K’h = h, it follows that for 
each n 
(Au,-N(u,+tKh)-f, Ku,-Kx+rh)+t(AKh,Ku,-Kx+th)>O. 
Passing to the limit as n + cc, we obtain 
t(Ax - N(x + tKh) -f, h) + r*(AKh, h) 3 0. 
Multiplying the last inequality by t-’ and letting t + 0, we get that 
(Ax - Nx -f, h) > 0 for each h E D. Since D is dense in H, it follows that 
Ax-Nx=f: 1 
Remark 1.1. Analyzing the proof of Proposition 1.3, we see that if 
K(D(A) n (X + + X - )) is dense in H, then its conclusion remains valid if 
A - N is either generalized pseudo K-monotone or of type (KM). Indeed, 
in the notation of Proposition 1.3, since x,, -x, Ax,, - Nx,, - y, and 
lim(Ax,, - Nx,, , K(x,~ - xl) G 0, we have that Ax- Nx = y and 
(y-f, Ku)=lim(Ax,, - P,,Nx,, - P,,f, KPnku) = 0 for each u E D(A) n 
(X + + X - ). When X + + X ~ = H, then K is a linear homeomorphism 
[l], and therefore A -N is pseudo A-proper w.r.t. r for these classes of 
nonlinearities N. 
Next, we shall give some conditions on A and N which imply that A - N 
is K-monotone. For two operators B, and B, we write B, <B, if 
(B,x - B, x, x) 2 0 for x E H. We need the following two conditions intro- 
duced by Amann [l] (with y > 0 and E = 0). 
N: H + H has a symmetric weak Gateaux derivative N’(x) 
on H and there are symmetric operators B’ E L(H) such 
that B - < N’(x) < B + for each x E H. (1.5) 
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The subspaces X’ are such that for some constants y 30, 
E>O, ((A-B--)x,x)< -(c+y) //XI/~ for each xED(A)n 
X-; ((A-B+)x,x)>(y-E) IIx~~~ for each x~D(A)nx+. (1.6) 
PROPOSITION 1.4 [lS]. Let A: D(A) c H-r H be selfadjoint and (1.2) 
holds. Suppose that N: H + H and A satisfy (1.5), (1.6) with y = 0. Then 
A - N: D(A) n (X + + X - ) c H -+ H is K-monotone, and in particular, the 
conclusion of Proposition 1.3 is valid. 
Proof. Note first that N’ is the weak Gateaux derivative of N if and 
only if N’(x) E L(H) and 
lim t-‘(N(x+ th)-Nx,y)=(N’(x)h, y) 
r-0 
for each x, y, h E H. Therefore, by the mean value theorem, for 
each x, y, z E H there is a t E (0, 1) such that (Nx - Ny, Z) = 
(N’( y + t(x - y))(x - y), z), and consequently 
IINx - hll 6 SUP llN'(y + t(x - y))ll lb-- yll 
osr< I 
GmaxjlIB+ll, IIB-II} IL-Al. (1.7) 
Hence, N is continuous and bounded. To see that A - N: D(A) c H -+ H is 
K-monotone, we use an argument of Amann [ 11. We note first that 
(Nx-NY, K(x-y))=(B(x-y), K(x-y)), where B=N’(y+t(x-y)) 







Remarks 1.2. Analyzing the proof of Proposition 1.3, we see that its 
conclusion is valid (with x,~(!, +x) if A-N: D(A)n(X+ +X-)cH-+H 
is of type (KS) (i.e., x,, --, x whenever x,, - x and lim sup((A - N)x,, 
W-x, -x)<O)). 
PROPOSITION 1.5 (cf. [ 171). Let X be a reflexive Banach space com- 
pactly embedded in H, A: D(A) c H + H be a closed densely defined linear 
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map, and N: H + H be a nonlinear continuous map. Then A + N: 
D(A)n Xc X-+ H is pseudo A-proper w.r.t. r= {H,, H,, P,} for (X, H) 
with P, Ax = Ax on H,. 
Proof. Let {x,, E Hnk} be bounded in X and y, = P,,(A + N)x,, + f in 
H. Then we may assume that xnk -x in X, xnk + x in H, and N,,k + Nx 
in H. Hence, Ax,, = y, - P,,Nx,, +f - Nx. Since A is a closed map, 
XED(A) and Ax+ Nx=j 1 
PROPOSITION 1.6 [ 191. Let A: D(A) c H + H be a selfadjoint map with 
closed range, 0 belonging to its spectrum a(A), and 
a(A) n (0, 00) # 0 and consists of isolated eigenvalues having 
finite multiplicity. (1.8) 
If N: H -+ H is monotone and bounded, then A + N: D(A) c H + H is pseudo 
A-proper w.r.t. r= (H,, P,} with P,Ax= Ax on H,. 
It is easy to see, as in [ 14, 151, that all of the above results remain valid 
if N is a multivalued map. 
2. RESONANCE PROBLEMS 
In this section we shall first prove some new solvability results for Eq. (1) 
with A + N being pseudo A-proper under some Landesman-Lazer type of 
resonance conditions. In the second part of the section we shall extend 
some basic results of Brezis-Nirenberg [4] to the setting of the pseudo 
A-properness of A + N. For other resonance type results we refer to 
t-5, 171. 
Throughout this and the next section we assume that (X, 11. Ilo) is a 
reflexive Banach space densely and continuously embedded in a Hilbert 
space H, A: D(A) c XC H + H is a closed densely defined linear map with 
closed range w = R(A) and fi = H,I in H, where H, = ker A and 
dim Ho = co unless specified otherwise. Let 8 = J? n X and P: H--t Ho be 
the orthogonal projection onto Ho. 
Let f. E X0 be fixed and consider the following Landesman-Lazer type of 
resonance conditions introduced in [6] and [7], respectively, when N has 
a sublinear growth and A is Fredholm of index zero. 
N: H + H is uniformly bounded, i.e., /lNxll < M for all x E H 
and some M> 0 and either (i) lim inf(Nx,, y) < ( fO, y), or 
(ii) lim sup(Nx,, y) > (fO, y) whenever {x,,> c X is such that 
IIx,llo -+ co and x,/IIx,l10 -+ y~H~\{0) in H. (2.1) 
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N is uniformly bounded and for some k E (0, 1) either (i) 
lim inf(N(r,,u,+r:u,), x,)<(fO, x,), or (ii) lim sup(N(r,,u, + 
Y~:u,,), x0)> (fO, ,x0) whenever r,, + cu in R, {u,?} cw is 
bounded in X, and {u,} c X0 is such that U, -xg # 0 in X. (2.2) 
Regarding the linear part, we assume 
Let 0 be an isolated point of the spectrum a(A) and for each 
3,~ R with IA/ small there is a constant c(A) >O such that 
x~Xand llxl10 <c(A) lifll whenever (A +AZ)x=fforf~Hif 
jti # 0 and f E R(A) otherwise. (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be compactly embedded in H and condition (2.3) 
and either (2.1) or (2.2) hold. Suppose that A + N: D(A) n Xc X + H is 
pseudo A-proper w.r.t. I-= {X,,, Y,,, Q,} for (X, H) with Q,,Ax= Ax for 
x E X,, . Then Eq. ( 1) is solvable for each f E f0 @ A. 
Proof Fix f E f. 0 R and define H(t, x) = Ax + ( 1 - t) Nx + itx on 
[0, l] xD(A) for 1. close to zero. Then there are an R > 0 and no >, 1 such 
that 
QnH(t,x)f(l-t)Qnf for IIxII~=R,xEX,, t~[0, l],n>n,. (2.4) 
If not, then there are x, E X,, and t, E [0, l] for infinitely many n such that 
t, + t,, IIx, /I0 -+ co as n --) cc, and Q,H(t,, x,) = (l-t,) QJ We have 
x, = xon + xln with xon E Ho and xi,, E p and we may assume that U, = 
x,,/IIx, II0 = Uon + Uln -U in X. Moreover, 
(A + jJn)uln + (1 - t,)(Z- P) Q,(Nx, -f )lllx, llo = 0, (2.5) 
j.vo, + (1 - tJ pQ,W, -f )lllx,llo =O. (2.6) 
If to #O, then w, = Au, + it,u, = Au, + lt,u, + i(to - t,)u, + 0 and 
Il~,/I,=II~~+~~~o~~‘~~,I/o~~~~~o) lIwnII+O, 
in contradiction to I/U,, Ilo = 1 for each n. If to = 0, then (2.3) and (2.5) 
imply that 
l/40 G c llAu,n II = c IVtnU,n + (1 - t,N- f’) Q,(Nx, -f) lb,, ll;‘ll -+ 0 
as n --) co. Hence, u, - u. E Ho in X with u. # 0 for otherwise 
llu, II0 G c(i) lItA + Wu, II 
= c(A) Il(Q,H(tm x,,) - (1 - t,) Q,Nx,) lb, II;’ - 4t,, - 1 )u, II --r 0 
as n --f co, in contradiction to 11~4, Ilo = 1 for each n. 
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Now, suppose that (2.1) holds. We may assume that Nx, - y and 
therefore & Nx, - y. Hence, by (2.6) 
At,,(l - ~n)rlbOn> uo) + (Nxn, uo) 
= VW, - QnNx, + QnA uo) + (fo, uo) 
as n -+ cc with (Nx,, uO) 5 (fO, uO) if i 2 0 and n is large because 
1(x0,, u,)=1 I/x,,II,,(uOnr uO) and (uoI1, uO)-+ Ilu,l12#0. This leads to a 
contradiction with (2.1) and therefore (2.4) holds. 
Next, if (2.2) holds, then x, = Y,u~~ +T:u,~ for some k~ (0, 1) with rn = 
lb, Ilo, uln = xd?, ~0~ -u. E Ho - {O> in X and (u,~} is bounded in X 
by (2.5). Again, by (2.6) 
At,(l - t,)v’ @On, uo) + W(rnuon + r!iUd, uo) + (.h~ uo) 
leading to a contradiction as above. Hence, (2.4) holds again. 
Now, by the homotopy theorem for the Brouwer degree, for each n > no, 
deg(Q,(A + N), B(O, RI n x,, QJ) 
= deg(A + AZ, B(0, R) n A',, 0) = 0. 
Hence, there is an x, E B(0, R) n X, such that Q,Ax, + Q,Nx, = Q,ffor 
each it 3 no and, by the pseudo A-properness of A + N, Ax + Nx = f for 
some x E D(A). 1 
Remarks 2.1. When N has a sublinear growth and A is Fredholm of 
index zero, Theorem 2.1 was proved by de Figueiredo [6] when N is 
compact and (2.2) holds, by Fitzpatrick [7] when N is of condensing type 
and (2.1) holds, by Petryshyn [21] and the author [ 141 when A + N is 
A-proper, and by the author [ 141 when A + N is pseudo A-proper. In all 
these papers the compactness of the embedding of X into H is not needed 
and different homotopies and arguments were used, which do not apply in 
the present situation since dim Ker A = co. 
We continue our exposition by studying Eq. (1) under some resonance 
conditions introduced by Brezis-Nirenberg [4] in a slightly less general 
form, assuming that A + N is pseudo A-proper. Since neither compactness 
of A-’ nor monotonicity of N is assumed, the method of [4] is not 
applicable. Assume that A: D(A) c H + H satisfies 
There are positive constants c1+ and ol, such that 
(i) --cry’ llAxlj2<(Ax,x)<ctz’ IlAxll’for XED(A) 
(ii) llxll Golo IlAxll for xeR= ker A’. (2.7) 
Let Int(D) be the interior of D. We have 
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THEOREM 2.2 [ 183. Let (2.7) hold and N: H+ H be such that +A + N: 
D(A) c H -+ H is pseudo A-proper w.r.t. r= {H,,, P,) for H with P,, Ax = 
Ax for x E H,. Assume that 
There are y c x * and z < a, ‘(y ~ ’ - IX 4 ’ ) such that for every 
y E H and every 6 > 0 there exist ci( y), i = 1, 2, and k(6) such 
that for each x E H 
(Nx-NY,x)3Y-’ llNxl12-c,(Y) II~.d 
- z 11x1 II2 - C2(Y)(6 II% II + k(6)). (2.8) 
Then Int(R(A) + conv R(N)) c R( f A + IV). 
Proof. We shall consider only + A + N, since the case -A + N can be 
done in a similar way. Let f E Int(R(A) + conv R(N)) be fixed and assume 
that 
Ax,+(l-t,)P,Px,+t,P,Nx,=t,P,f (2.9) 
for some x, E H,, t,, E (0, 11, and each n. We shall show that I/x, II <r for 
some r and all n. 
For each h E H with sufliciently small norm, there are v E D(A), wi E H, 
and 3,; 2 0 with cf= i Ai = 1 such that 
f +h=Av+ c &NW,. 
,=I 
Then, (2.9) implies that 




= t,P,Av- Ax,,. 
Taking the scalar product with x,, we find 
(1 - 0 Ilk II2 + t, i W% - Nwi, x,) + t,(h, x,1 
i= 1 
= t,(Av, x,) - (Ax,, x,). 
Hence, by (2.8), for each 6 > 0, 
(1 -2,) llf%l12+~, i MY-’ IINx,I12-c,(wi) IINx,II -7 ll~,n/l~ 
i= 1 
- c2(wi)(b llxon II+ k(6))) + ~,(h> x,1 
d t, iI4 11x1~ II +a ;’ IlAx, 112, 
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or, after dropping the first term, 
(A? Xn)+Y+ IIwll12w~) W&II +z llXlnl12+ IWII IIXhII 
+ (w+)v’ llkI?+4~)(~ ll&hlI +MQ) (2.10) 
for some constant c(h). But, by (2.9) 
Ax, + t,(Z- P) P,Nx, = t,(I- P) P,f 
and therefore, 
IlAx, II B t,( IINx, II + llfll 1 and IbIn II G %t,( IINx, II + IISII 1. 
Hence, by (2.10), 
~kxn)B~,l(llNx,Il + Ilfll)‘-Y-’ IINx,l12 
+ ~~~Wx, II + llfll I* + c IlNx, II 
+ MO ll4Wx, II + llfll) + c(hN6 llxon II+ k(6)) 
=(a;‘-y-‘+~a;) I(Nx,l(* 
+ (c(h) + 2~;’ llfll + 24 llfll + coo IlAull) IINx, II 
+ c(h)(J I/Xon II+ 46)) + c,(h), 
where c,(h)=(cr;‘+ta~) Ilf11*+~1~ llAu/l Ilfil. Since r~~<y-‘-cc;~, it 
follows that, for each 6 > 0 and some c2(h) large enough, 
h x,) 6 c(h)(d Ilxon II+ 46)) + c,(h) 
6 c,(h)(~ IIX, II + 46)) (2.11) 
Suppose that [Ix,, ]I + cc as n + 00, and for r > 0, set w(r) = 
infsGo {6r+k(6)} so that w(r)/r +O as r + co. Since (h, x”) < 
W( IIx, II ) c*(h), the uniform boundedness principle implies that 
Ilx, Il/w( IIx, 11) d C, a contradiction. Hence, IIx, /I <r for some r > 0 and 
all n. Consequently, H,(t,x)=Ax+(l-t)P,Px+tP,Nx#tP,f on 
[0, 1 ] x 8B(O, Y) n H, for each n, and the Brouwer degree 
de&4 + P,N, B(0, r) n H,, PJ) = deg(A + P,P, B(0, r) n H,, 0) # 0. 
Thus, Ax, + P,Nx, = P, f for some x, E B(0, r) n H, and each n, and 
consequently, Ax + Nx = f for some x E D(A) by the pseudo A-properness 
of A + N. [ 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold and N he onto. 
Then + A + N is onto. 
Remark 2.2. When A -~ ’ is compact on R(A) and N is monotone, then 
A + N is pseudo A-proper w.r.t. r= (H,, P,,} for H by Proposition 5.1 in 
[ 171 and therefore Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 extend Theorem I. 10 
and Corollary I.2 of Brezis-Nirenberg [4]. Theorem 2.2 is applicable 
to many specific classes of pseudo A-proper maps A + N in [ 171 and 
Section 1. In particular, it applies when N is monotone and A ’ is just 
continuous as in Proposition 1.6, while the method of Brezis-Nirenberg 
[4] does not apply. 
Our final result in this section deals with Eq. (1) when dim N(A) < co 
and is an extension of Theorem III.2 of BrezissNirenberg [4] to pseudo 
A-proper maps A + N acting between two different spaces. Again, their 
technique of proof does not apply to our more general situation. 
As in [4], but for mappings between two different spaces, we define the 
recession function J, of N: X+ H by 
J/v = , _ t,;Ffi, x (Nty), Y), 
THEOREM 2.3 [lS]. Let A: D(A) c H + H satisfy (2.7)(ii) and the left 
hand side of (i) and dim N(A)< co. Suppose that A + N: D(A)c X+ H is 
pseudo A-proper w.r.t. r for (X, H) with Q,Ax = Ax for XE X,, and the 
,following conditions hold: 
There are y<a=a+, ,u, c,, c,ER, and t<a&‘(y-l-u-‘) 
such that 
(Nx-f,x)ay--’ IIW12-c, IlNxll -P llpxllo 
-T II(z-P)xll;-c, for xEX, 
There is a c0 > 0 such that y < c(( 1 + p/c,, + ~CZLZ~) ~ ’ and 
Jdx) ’ CL x) + co IIXIIO for x E X0 f-3 dB,(O, 1). 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Then f E Int R( A + N). 
Proof: Define the set 
S(f)= {x~X,lAx+(l -t) Px+Q,Nx=Q,f, 
for some t E [0, 11, n = 1, 2, . }. 
To show that S(f) is bounded in X, we shall first derive some estimates for 
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x E S(f) independent on n. Let x,, E S(f’) n X, with t E (0, 11. Then x, = 
xon + x In uniquely and 
-a-l [~Ax,(~*~(Ax,,,x,)=-(l-t)(Px,,x,)-t(Nx,-f;x,) (2.14) 
or 
(1-r) I/x0nI12~~-1 IIAx,I12-ty~’ llNx,l12+tp llxo,Jo 
+ IT llX,,I II2 + Cl f IIN&, II + c2 f, 
and therefore 
(1-t) Il%/12+o- l II~xnl12<~~’ I147112+~P IIXOnllO 
+ tr IIXln I/* + c, t Ipvx, I( + c,t. (2.15) 
It follows from 
Ax, + t(Z- P) Q,Nxn = t(Z- P)f 
that 
and 
IlX,n II0 G a0 IlAx, II < t@o(IImt II + llfll) (2.16) 
II&l II * < t( II% II2 + 2 IINX, II llfll + llfll’). (2.17) 
By (2.15)-(2.17), for each CC, ~(y, LX) and t, ~(t, ~l;~(y~‘-~‘)) there is 
a constant D=D(c,, c2, LX,, TV) such that 
(1 -1) IlxonI12+~Y~’ 11~~,/12~~~11~~,112+~ IINx,Il llfll + Il.fll’) 
x (a-’ +4)+w ll~4?ll +w ll~~onll +c,t 
<t ~I~~~,,~I*(a,‘+T,ao)+t~+t~ IIX,llo 
or 
(1-t) llXon112+t(Y~1+a1’-T1a~) II~XnII*<t(~+P IIXo,lio)~ 
Moreover, 
(2.18) 
a-l IIAx,l12a(cr;’ llNx,/12+D). (2.19) 
Next, if x0,, #O, dropping the first term in (2.18), we get from (2.16) 
lbln II0 IlXOnllL? 6 t~o(Il~x, II+ llfll) llxon Ilo’ 
< t%mflllllxon II0 
+ (d, Ibon II;’ + 4 Ibo,r II -*P21, 
where d, and d, are constants depending on a,, T, , C. 
(2.20) 
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From (2.14) and (2.19) we get 
(1 -f) Ilx0,1112 + r((Nx,,, x,)- (.f; wx,))<a-’ 11~-~,,112 
<f(cc,’ /INx,,I12+D) (2.21) 
and combining (2.18) and (2.21), we obtain 
(l-t)(y ‘+“*“;, Ilx,J2+t(y .~-a,‘-z,a~)(Nx,-f,x,) 
<ta,‘p /Ix,,/),+t(y-‘-T,U~)D. (2.22) 
Next, suppose that there is an r > 0 such that 11x0,, Ilo<r for each n 
whenever 
,4x,+(1 -t,) Px,+t,Nx,=t,P,f for z, E [0, 11, x, EX,. (2.23) 
Then, (2.18) implies that (tnNxn} is bounded in Has in {Ax,} by (2.23), 
while {x,~} is bounded in X by (2.16). Hence, there is an R > 0 such that 
/Ix,, II ,, < R, i.e., S(f) is bounded in A’. 
Now, suppose that such an r does not exist for all possible solutions 
(t,, x,) of (2.23). Then there exist { tk} c (0, l] and xnk EX”~ satisfying 
(2.23) with lbOnr II o + co, and by (2.20) we obtain 
IIXhi II0 IIXonr II -’ + 0 as k+co. 
Hence, we may assume that t, -+ t, E [0, l] and 
IIxonk II 0 ’ + = lIxonk II 0’ (xonk +exlnk) ---f x0 E x0 n WO, 1) in X. 
By (2.22) with tk and xnk, we get 
(1-bJw’+v;) IIXonkI12 lIXonkIIO’+tk(Y-l-~ll-~l~~) 
x [(N-x,,,, xnk Ibonk II,‘) + (f, xona Iboni, IlO’) 
<tklUCr;‘+fk(Y~‘-Z,CI~)D Il%&‘~ 
and consequently, 
(l-to)(y-‘+y,cr~)limsup IIxo~~II~ Ilx~~,llO’ 
+ t,(y-‘-UT’- TlU;)(&(Xo) - (f, X0)) < t,+,‘. 
Thus, if to # 0, 
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and therefore, by (2.13) we get 
c,(y-’ -a,’ -7,U;)+a, 
for every ai E (y, a) and every r, E (r, ag(yP1 -a-‘)). Hence, 
y~a,(l+~/co+7,aa~)~13a(1+~/co+7,cLa~)~’, 
a contradiction. If t, = 0, we get 
But, Ihn~ It Ihnr. II o + /Ix,, (I # 0 and therefore /IxOnk I/ 3 6 > 0 for each k since 
Ihnk llo -+ ~0. Thus, 
IIXOnk l12/llXOnk II0 b 6 lbOnk II/II%, /lo + 6 II% II ’ 03 
a contradiction. Hence, such an r > 0 exists and therefore S(f) is bounded 
in X whenever t E [0, 11. 
Now, using the homotopy H,(t, x) = Ax + (1 - t) Px + tP, Nx we get 
that 
deg(A + P,N, B(0, R) n X,, PJ) = deg(A + P, B(0, R) n A’,,, 0) # 0, 
and therefore, Ax, + P, Nx, = P, f for some x, E B(0, R) n X, and each n. 
Thus, Ax + Nx = f for some XE D(A) by the pseudo A-properness of 
A+N. I 
Theorem 2.3 is applicable to various classes of nonlinearities discussed in 
[ 171. Moreover, analyzing its proof we see that it holds also when X= H. 
Hence, if the partial inverse A -I is compact, it includes Theorem III.2 of 
Brezis-Nirenberg [4] with N: H + H. When A + N: D(A) c H -+ H is 
A-proper in H Theorem 2.3 with X = H can be found in [21] with less 
general conditions (2.12), (2.13). Our proof uses some ideas of a simplified 
proof of Theorem 111.2 in [4] given by Mawhin [lo]. 
3. DOUBLE RESONANCE PROBLEMS 
In this section we shall study the solvability of Eq. (1) in the presence of 
a double resonance, i.e., when N is allowed to interact with two eigenvalues 
of A:0 and the first negative eigenvalue. When A is Fredholm of index 
zero, such study has been done by the author [ 16) while for elliptic partial 
differential operators A [2]. 
Let A: D(A) c H + H, and X be as in Section 2, and a be the largest 
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number such that (A&x)3 --2 -’ IIAxll’ for XED(A). Let N=N, + N,: 
+ H and assume 
There are constants a and h, such that I/Nxjl du+ h lIxI/ for 
x E H. (3.2) 
If {x,~} =D(A)nX, JIx,/10 -+ ~0, ~,,=~,/Ilx,,ll~~ +u#O and 
~x,lllxn /lo -v in H, then I~~l~~<a(u,v); if u=u,+u, with 
u,EH, and U, Eker(A+zZ), then v#ru, if u,#O and 
(v, u,)>O if U, =O. (3.3) 
THEOREM 3.1 [lS]. Let -MEG(A), condition (2.3) hold ,for A= a/2, 
and some c > 0 and A ~ ’ + a -‘I he strongly monotone on fi, i.e., 
((A-‘+a ~‘Z)x,x)>c, jl(A~‘+cc~‘)xll’ for XCGB and some c,>O. 
Suppose that (3.1) and (3.2) hold and A+ N: D(A)nXcX-+ H is pseudo 
A-proper w1.r.t. r with Q, Ax = Ax, x E X,, . Then Eq. (1) is solvable for each 
fEH. 
Proof. Let f EH be fixed and H(t, x)=Ax+ tNx+ (1 -t) ax/2 on 
[0, l] xD(A). Then S= ( xEX,/Q,lH(t,x)=tQ,ffor some tE[O, l] and 
n b 1) is bounded in X. If not, then there are x,, E S, denoted x, again, 
t,, E [0, l] with t,, -+ to and /Ix,, Ilo + co as n -+ co. As in Theorem 2.1, we 
have u, = ~~,/IIx,, /lo = uon + ulrl -u=u~+u, in Xand u,-+u in H. Then 
u # 0, for otherwise we get a contradiction to 11~~11 o = 1, since 
Next, Q, H( t,, x,) = t,, Qnf implies that 
u’,+t,A~‘(~-P)Q,(Nx,,-.f)lllx,Ilo+(1-t,)~A~’u’,/2=0, 
t,PQ,(Nx, -.f)lllx,llo+(l -tn)w/2=0. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
We may assume that Nx,/llx, /lo -v in H and passing to the limit 
in (3.3), (3.4) we get Au, + t,(Z - P)u + (1 - to) mu,/2 = 0 and 
t,Pv + (1 - to) au,/2 = 0, or 
Au+t,v+(l-to)au/2=0. (3.5) 
Then 
Od(Au, Au+au)= t~[Ilul12-a(u, u)]-a*/4(1 - ti) I/u112, 
leading to a contradiction with (3.2) if to # 1. If to = 1, then 
(Au, Au + au) = 0 and u E Ho 0 ker(A + al) by Lemma 3.1 in [ 161 (cf. also 
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[2]). Hence, U, E ker(A +aZ) and v= clur by (3.5), in contradiction to 
the second part of (3.2). Thus, SC B(0, R) c X for some R > 0 and 
QnH(c xl z 82nf on [0, l]x aB(O, R) n X,, n > 1. Hence, using the 
Brouwer degree and the pseudo A-properness of A + N, we find an 
xED(A) with Ax+Nx=,f: m 
It was observed in [2] that A ~ ’ + c( ~ ‘I: J? + I? is strongly monotone if 
A is selfadjoint or angle-bounded in the sense of H. Amann. If A = A* and 
do < co, it follows that --c( is the largest spectral value of A less than 0. 
To discuss the case A #A*, suppose that A: D(A) c H + H is a normal 
linear operator with closed range. If H,. is the complexification of the real 
Hilbert space H and A,.: D(A,.) c H,. -+ H,. is defined by A,.(x + iy) = 
Ax+ iAy on D(A,.) = {x+ ~JJ x, yeD(A)}, then Hetzer [S] has shown 
that 
Moreover, if u(A) < cc and -cc(A) is an isolated point of the spectrum 
a(A,.) or a regular value of A,, he has also shown in [S] that A-’ + CC-II: 
R+I?is strongly monotone iff the set {<~~EcT(A,.)-R, l~/*+crR,5=0} 
is empty. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall apply Theorems (2.1) and (3.1) to the weak 
solvability of the nonlinear wave equation (2) when F(t, x, .) is not 
necessary monotone. Let Q = (0, T) x(0, rc) and C” be the space of con- 
tinuous infinitely differentiable real functions in t E R and x E (0,rc) and 
T-periodic in t. Let CF be the subspace of C” of functions with compact 
support in (0, rr) with respect o x. Denote by W;( I&‘?) the completion of 
Cm(Cr) relative to the norm IIuII~=&~~ IID”uI~~,, ~=(a,, c(,), lcll = 
CL~ +CL~. For m = 0, Wi = L,(Q) = H with the inner product ( , ). 
Let F: QxR + R satisfy the Caratheodory conditions and there is a 
function h E H such that 
IF(f, x, ~11 6 42, x1 for a.e. (t, x) E Q, t/s E R. (4.1) 
Let F,(t,x)=lim,,+, F(t, x, s) for (t, x) E Q. We denote by Au = 
u,r - %c the operator acting on u E H that satisfies the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions in x, and NU = F(t, x, u). We have 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (4.1) hold and for some f. E H, = ker A and all 
u E A’,, n dB(O, 1 ), either 
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or 
~~>oF+(l,x)u(t,x)dtdx+i Fp(t,x)u(t,x)dtdx U<O 
> s Q fo(t, x) 46 x) dt dx, (4.2) 
< [ fo( t, x) u( t, x) dt dx. 
Then there is a weak solution of Eq. (2) for each f E fo CD R(A ). 
Proof. We note first that A +N: D(A) n #‘i c l$‘i + L, is pseudo 
A-proper w.r.t. a scheme for (I@;, L2) induced by the eigenfunctions of A 
by Proposition 1.5. Hence, in view of Theorem 2.1, we only need to show 
that conditions (2.1) and (2.3) hold with X= @i(Q). Let 1~ R- (0) be 
small and not in a(A). For f E H, let A,u = Au - iu = f for some u 
in H. Since Au = f + Au = g with gE R(A), we know that UE W: and 
Ilull, Q c (IgIl for some constant c independent of g (cf. [4]). On the 
other hand, since N(A,) = {0}, there is a constant B>O such that 
lj* - k* - jVI 3 /? for all j, Ikl EN. Expanding u and f in Fourier series 
relative to {sin jxeikr}, we get that their Fourier coefficients atisfy ulk = 
(j2-k2-l~)-‘~k. Hence, (uikl ~8~’ lfikl and lIu(I 6c, ilfll for some 
c, > 0. Thus, 
Ilull 1 G c llgll G c llf II + cl II4 6 c(~*) llf II 
with c(1) = c + cc, A, proving that condition (2.3) holds. 
To show that condition (2.1) holds, suppose that (un} c X is such that 
IIu, 11, -+ co and u,/Ilu,, 11, + u E ker A in H. Then, we may assume, passing 
to a subsequence if necessary, that u,( t, x)/llu,, 11, + u(t, x) a.e. in Q. Hence, 
Nu,( t, x) + F+ (t, x) a.e. on {(t, x) E Q I u( t, x) 2 0) and by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem 
WNu,,, u) = j,,,, F, (t, x) u( t, x) dt dx + s F (t, x) u( t, x) dt dx. U<O 
Thus, condition (2.1) holds by (4.2) and (4.3). 1 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 improves Corollary II.8 in Brezis-Nirenberg 
[4], where it was shown that f E R(A + N) provided that F(t, x, s) is 
monotone and has a linear growth in s and with the equality sign also 
allowed in (4.2), (4.3). On the other hand, we add that when A is an elliptic 
operator, Theorem 4.1 is due to Fitzpatrick [7] and is an improvement of 
the results of Landesman-Lazer [9] and Williams [23]. 
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To study Eq. (2) with a double resonance, we assume that F: QxR + R 
satisfies the Caratheodory conditions and 
There is a constant c > 0 and a function h E H such that 
IF(t, x, s)l < c IsI + NC x) for a.e. (t, x) E Q, all s E R. 
I + (t, x) = lim inf F( t, x, s)/s, 
s - a 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
k f (t, x) = lim sup F( t, x, s)/s 
5 - m 
exist for a.e. (t, x) E Q. 
0~1+(2,x)<k+(t,x)dcr=3, O<lL(t,x),<k~(t,x)<cf. (4.6) 
Denote by u*(t,x)=max{ku(t,x),O} and let Nu=F(t,x,u). When F 
interacts with 0 and -CY, we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (4.4)-(4.6) hold and 
l+(t,x)u+(t,x)+l~(t,x)u~(t,x) 
$0 for O#uEkerA, 
[a-k+(t,x)]u+(t,x)+[a-k-(t,x)]u-(t,x) 
$0 for O#uEker(A+ctZ). 
Then Eq. (2) has a weak solution UE I&i for each f E L,. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.2 we need the following 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (4.4)-(4.6) hold. Then /lw)12 < a(w, u) whenever u,, E I@‘:, 
lb” II 1 +a, 0, = u,/I/u, II 1 + v # 0, and A$/llu,, II 1 - w in L,. Moreover, if 
(4.7), (4.8) also hold and v = v0 + uI with v0 E ker A and u, E ker(A + al) then 
w#crv, ifu, #O and (w, v,)>O ifu, =O. 
Proof: Let Q, = {(t,x)EQlu(t,x)20}, Q,= {(t,x)EQlv(t,x)=O), 
and define 
Fn(t, x) = F(t, x, U,(t, xl) IIu, II r ’ 
Then, v,(t, x) + u(t, x) # 0 a.e., u,(t, x) = v,(t, x) /Iu,, I/, -+ f co a.e. in Q, 
and for u,(t, x) # 0, 
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It is easy to prove 
in Q + : lim inf F,,(t, x) = 1 + (t, X) u(t, x), 
n-x 
lim sup F,( t, x) = k + (t, x) L’( t, x), 
n - 2 
(4.9) 
in Q : lim inf FJt, x) = k (t, x) U( t, x), 
,I - 3c (4.10) 
lim sup F,,(t, x) = I.- (t, X) v(t, x), 
II - Ix 
in Q, : lim F,,( t, X) = 0. (4.11) 
n + 02 
To show (4.11), we note first that we may assume that lu,( t, x)1 > 1 for all 
n, for otherwise we get that F(t, x, ~,(t, x)) is bounded on Q and 
F,(t, x) + 0 as n + W. Next, for lu,,(t, x)1 > 1, writing F,(t, x) as above and 
using (4.4), we get 
(F,(t, x)’ = ‘Fyyn;;lx))’ (U,(f, x)’ 
n , 
6 [c + 44 x)1 I&J4 x)l -+ 0 as n+co. 
Now, since F,(t, x) - w in L,(Q) by hypothesis, the above pointwise 
estimates imply that 
I+(t,x)u(t,x)~w(t,x)~k+(t,x)u(t,?c) a.e. inQ+, (4.12) 
k (t, x) u(t, x) 6 w(t, x) 6 lp (t, x) u(t, x) a.e. in Q .- , (4.13) 
w(t, x) = 0 a.e. in Q,. (4.14) 
It follows from (4.12)-(4.14) that 
w2( t, x) dt dx + 
1 
w’( t, x) dt dx 
Q- 
d s w(t,x)k+(t,x)u(t,x)dtd.x Q- 
+s 
w( t, x) k _ (t, x) u( t, x) dt dx 
Q- 
da J w( t, x) u( t, x) dr dx + a J w( t, x) u( t, x) dr dx. Q+ Q- 
Hence, IIwI/~ < a(w, r) 
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Next, let (4.7) (4.8) also hold and u = u0 + II, with u0 E ker(A) and u, E 
ker(A + crl). Let u1 # 0 and suppose that w = CW, . Then, in view of 
(4.12)-(4.14), we get that u,(t, x)=0 on QO, u,(t, x) >O on Q + , and 
u,(t, x) < 0 on Q ~. Moreover, (4.12) implies that 
O<w(t, X)=au,(t,x)~uu(t,x) on Q+ 
and therefore uO( t, x) 2 0 on Q + . Similarly, uO( t, x) < 0 on Q ~ by (4.13). 
Hence, 
~(4 xl u,(t, x) <k+ (6 x) uo(t, x) u,(t, x) + k + (t, x) u:(t, x) on Q+ 
and 
w(t,x)u,(t,x)~k~(t,x)u,(t,x)u,(t,x)+k~(t,x)u~(t,x) on Q-. 
Since (4.7), (4.8) are equivalent to 
I l+(t,x)~~(t,x)dtdx+ i‘ lL(t, x) u2(t, x) dt dx u>o u<o 
>o for O#UEN(A) 
IU>, Cc+k+(t,x)]U2(t,x)dtdx+jU<o [cek_(t,x)]u2(t,x)dtdx 
>o for O#u~N(A+ctl), 
we obtain that 
o< j. [r-k+(t,x)]uf(t,x)dx+j [a-kp(t,x)]u;(t,x)dtdx 
Q+ Q- 
=a I~u~~~‘-~~+ k (t,x)u;(t,x)dtdx-1 kp(t,x)u;(t,x)dtdx 
Q- 
Qu IlUl lFjQ+ w(t, x) u,(t, x) dt dx+ s k, (1, x) uo(t, x) u,(t, x) dt dx QC 
-s,- w(t, xl u,(t, x) dt dx + j” k~(t,x)u,(t,x)u,(t,x)dtdx 
Q- 
<a II~1112-(W,~,)+~(~o,~1)=~ I/~,l12-(w,~I). 
Hence, (w, ul) < tl 110, II 2, in contradiction to w = WI,. Thus, w # uur if 
u, #O. 
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Next, suppose that u1 =O. Then uO= u #O and (4.12t(4.14) imply that 
oq I+(t,x)u~(t,x)dtdx 
Q, 
+I lL(t, x) o;(t, x) dt dx Q- 
d w( t, x) uo( f, x) dt dx 
+! w( t, x) uo( t, x) dt dx = (w, uO). 1 Q- 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since A is selfadjoint and - c( E a(A), it follows 
that A-’ +@-‘I: R(A) + R(A) is strongly monotone. Then, in view of 
Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 1.6, the conclusion of the theorem follows from 
Theorem 3.1. 1 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.2 improves a result of Mawhin-Ward [13], 
where it was assumed additionally that F(t, x, s) is monotone in s and 
k + (t, x) = k _ (t, x) = constant. 
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